
Chapter 4 – Mitigation Strategy 
 

This section describes the mitigation strategy process and mitigation action plan for the  
Mackinac County Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan. This section describes how the County 
accomplished Phase 3 of FEMA’s 4-phase guidance – Develop the Mitigation Plan – and includes 
the following from the 10-step planning process:  

• Planning Step 6: Set Goals  
• Planning Step 7: Review Possible Activities  
• Planning Step 8: Draft an Action Plan  

Foundation 
The foundation of this plan includes ensuring sustainability and encouraging 

partnerships between County and local governments, businesses, and community service 
providers.   These concepts permeate throughout the plan and are integrated into the goals, 
policies, and objectives in the next section 

Sustainability 
Sustainability is defined as “Meeting the needs of the present generation without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”   This encompasses 
economic, social, and environmental systems.  Sustainability is trying to achieve balance 
between these three systems for the long term.  
 

Natural disasters and their direct/indirect impacts (i.e. power outages) reveal that the 
systems that we have come to depend upon are vulnerable to disturbances of all kinds.   
Alternative energy sources through sun or wind could enhance the County’s ability to provide 
power during these times.   Adoption of policies that take into consideration the vulnerabilities 
and risk to natural hazards and incorporating these policies into community comprehensive, 
master and land use plans can reduce and possibly eliminate those risks.  Identifying and 
limiting development in flood zones or managing storm water run-off rates are examples of 
policies that could be developed to address the flooding hazard.  Adjusting human 
development to fit the environment is a wiser choice than adjusting the environment to fit 
human development.   
 

Disruption of economic activity is prolonged when ecological and social systems are in 
disarray. When natural hazards occur, businesses suffer consequences in lost sales or even loss 
of business entirely.   Businesses need support and business people need training in how to 
prepare for and cope with disasters. Sustainability means making smart policy choices about 
how to protect people and property that do not compromise the integrity of social, economic, 
or environmental systems.  
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Partnerships 
There are many stakeholders when it comes to planning for and responding to natural 

disasters.  Governments, businesses, community service agencies, and all residents have a stake 
in reducing the County’s vulnerabilities to natural hazards.  It is important that relationships 
and partnerships between public and private entities are built and maintained.   
 

To be successful in the effort to implement a hazard mitigation strategy these public and 
private entities must work together to achieve the goals set forth in the plan.  The County 
government may not own or regulate the critical infrastructure that is most vulnerable.  As a 
result, individuals, businesses, and other levels of government must take many of the needed 
actions. Many of these projects are outside of the County’s direct influence. Working 
partnerships with builders, architects, insurance companies, business organizations, community 
service groups, local governments, and others are necessary to ensure that mitigation programs 
are well-designed, broadly supported, and implemented.  

Goals 
In the two previous chapters, the County’s resources, capabilities and vulnerabilities to 

natural hazards were documented.  At this point, the Mackinac County Hazard Mitigation 
Taskforce team reviewed the goals set forth in the 2005 Plan.  The goals and objectives were 
developed to reflect the priorities of Mackinac County with consideration of the impact of each 
natural hazard that can affect the County.   
 
 In 2005, protection of life was considered the top priority for the County.  Not only 
those that live in the County but also tourists or other visitors.  Secondary to protection of life 
was to protect property or the key facilities and infrastructure that are vital in emergencies.   
The third goal was to identify projects or areas that need improvement or that would mitigate 
damage before it occurs.   The final goal was to encourage and educate people on self-help and 
protection measures.  The Taskforce team agreed that these goals are still appropriate for the 
2013 Hazard Mitigation Plan.  Specifically, these goals are: 
 

1. Protect lives, health, and safety of the citizens and visitors of Mackinac County from the 
effects of potential hazards. 

a. Provide adequate early warning 
b. Maintain essential, trained emergency services 
c. Provide emergency shelters  
d. Identify vulnerable population areas 

 
2. Protect critical facilities, key resources, and public infrastructure. 

a. Minimize damage to public and private property 
b. Provide alternative electrical and communication sources 
c. Identify, evaluate, maintain, and upgrade infrastructure   
d. Employ hazard specific preventative measures 
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3. Identify specific projects to mitigate damage that are cost-effective and affordable. 
a. Adopt and enforce appropriate policies/zoning/building codes  
b. Utilize natural and man-made barriers/open spaces in prevention efforts 
c. Develop specific site emergency plans as appropriate 
d. Utilize proven strategies that prevent loss of life and property  

 
4. Encourage self-help and self-protection measures to mitigate the effects of hazards on 

public and private property. 
a. Provide community with preventative information 
b. Increase public awareness 
c. Encourage participation in mitigation and preparedness efforts 

 
The goals of this plan focus on health and safety issues associated with natural hazards 

and the importance of people being able to protect themselves and their property from 
damage. 

 
These goals and objectives are based on the community’s hazard analysis, as well as 

input from the citizens, home and business owners, public and private agencies and other 
interested entities. 
 
 Mackinac County recognizes the importance of the availability of flood insurance to 
citizens.  The County will make every effort to remain in good standing with National Flood 
Insurance Program (NFIP). The County will continue to comply with the NFIP’s standards for 
updating and adopting floodplain maps and maintaining the floodplain zoning ordinance. The  
County will also continue to provide assistance to local units as needed to assure continued 
local compliance with NFIP standards.  

Hazard Mitigation Actions – Identification & Analysis 
This chapter is rooted in FEMA’s requirement that every mitigation strategy from the 

2005 plan must be re-evaluated and have its current status reported in an updated plan. The 
CCHMPC thus described, for each action item listed in the 2005 plan, what achievements or 
progress had been made toward hazard mitigation within Mackinac County and its 
communities.   Refinement of this list was considered necessary for the updated plan to better 
focus upon higher-priority actions, and upon activities that were more clearly a kind of hazard 
mitigation.  

 
Flowing from this process over subsequent months was a consideration of past 

accomplishments and obstacles, the consideration and evaluation of mitigation alternatives, 
and the development of a new listing of prioritized hazard mitigation actions as well as lists 
specific to participating local communities’ individual feedback. 
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Eligible Action Items for FEMA funding: 
Action Item 1:  Alert Warning Systems 
Description:  Review the alert warning systems network to determine if additional systems are 
necessary and identify areas.  Seek funding to purchase and install equipment. 
Past Accomplishments:    Using the EMNET/IPAWS system.  Sault Tribe purchased siren warning 
systems. 
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  Ongoing  - will continue to improve and upgrade with technology as funding sources 
are found, and to identify additional areas  and types of warning systems needed. 
 
Action Item 2-7:  Water/Sewer Pipe replaced and buried deeper 
Description:  Identify problem areas of pipes breaking, let run orders, and faulty infrastructure 
in public water/sewer systems.  In St. Ignace –Second Street/Portage Ave; Antoine St; 
Paro/Ferry Lane; Hillcrest/Deluca Dr.; St. Ignace/Moran - Sixth Street; County Road. 
Past Accomplishments:  City improvements made to system as budget allowed, recent freezing 
created additional problems. 
Obstacles:  Financial, continued stress on system during severe winter cold- freezing. 
Status:  Ongoing:  Continue to identify and pursue funding for mitigating water/sewer 
infrastructure from severe cold temperatures. 
 
Action Item 8:  Snow Fences for State/County Roads 
Description:  Identify areas along transportation network to create natural barriers to reduce 
blowing snow and “white-out” conditions. 
Past Accomplishments:  Specific area identified along Lake Michigan shoreline and Highway US-
2. 
Obstacles:  USFS Hiawatha National Forest and MDNR state land ownership  
Status:  Ongoing – Will continue to try to develop partnerships with State and Federal agencies 
to discuss and seeks ways to mitigate drifting and blowing snow that would be acceptable to all 
agencies.  Will continue to identify areas on local county roads that could use improvement and 
work with the local road commission in mitigating drifting snow hazards on county roads.   
 
Action Item 9:  Lightning Protection 
Description:  Assess critical facilities needs for lightning protection measures. 
Past Accomplishments:  Surge protection measures for computer equipment.  
Obstacles:  Lack of funding 
Status:  Completed; New action: create public information pamphlets to distribute at public 
events. 
 
Action Item 10:  Bury Utility Lines 
Description:  Encourage local utility providers to bury utility lines where feasible. 
Past Accomplishments:  Improvements have been made with redundant and back-up power 
systems. 
Obstacles:  Deemed not to be a priority for local utility companies due to the cost of repair, etc. 
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Status: Remove from action list.  New action: create informational pamphlets to hand out at 
public events and for a website, about what homeowners can do to mitigate power outages.  
Continue to encourage alternative energy sources and back-up systems. 
 
Action Item 11:  Larger Storm Water Detention Basins 
Description:  Areas in the City of St. Ignace that are areas of concern for flooding and storm 
water drainage:  Chamber Street, Church Street, High Street, Airport Road, and Truckey St. 
Past Accomplishments:  Improvements made in 2008/09 in City of St. Ignace. 
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  Ongoing – will continue to identify vulnerable areas within the city and identify 
mitigative strategies to improve the storm system infrastructure. 
 
Action Item 12: Acquire Flood-prone NFIP properties 
Description:  Identify areas that are flood prone and feasible to acquire to mitigate repetitive 
damages. 
Past Accomplishments:  None. 
Obstacles:  Lack of funding; have not had major repetitive flooding, not a priority for the 
county. 
Status:  Ongoing:  Continue to partner with local road commission and planning commission in 
identification of flood prone properties that would be beneficial for mitigation of infrastructure 
issues. 
 
Action Item 13:  Purchase generators for shelters/construct housing for generator in City of 
St. Ignace 
Past Accomplishments:   
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  Completed 
 
Action Item 14:  Research and pursue potential solutions to sewer back-up problems – Clark 
Township 
Past Accomplishments:  Township continues seeking solutions and funding for sewer system 
improvements. 
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  Ongoing:  Continue to seek funding for sewer system improvements. 
 
Action Item 15:  Ditching along US-2 – Moran Twp. 
Past Accomplishments:  
Obstacles:  Land ownership and agency cooperation. 
Status:  Remove – under MDOT management. 
 
Action Item 16: Purchase and Install Radio/Cell Phone Communications Equipment 
Past Accomplishments:  Sheriff’s Department received new radio equipment in 2007 through a 
Tech grant. 
Obstacles:  Financial 
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Status:  On-going:  Continue to improve communications with equipment upgrades as funding 
sources are found. 
 
Action Item 17: Warning sensors for Rivers 
Past Accomplishments:   
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  On-going:  Seek funding sources warning system for identified areas where structures 
are located in the flood zone. 
 
Action Item 18: Update technology and equipment for electrical power service 
Past Accomplishments:  New electrical substation and lines run by ATC.  Utility company’s 
improving redundant systems for backup. 
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  On-going:  Will continue to improve County’s equipment as identified and keep up to 
date with technology as funding allows. 
 
Non-Eligible FEMA Funded Action Items 
Action Item 1:  Improve EAS System 
Past Accomplishments:   
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  On-going:  Continue to improve equipment and keep up to date with technology. 
 
Action Item 2:  Improve GIS capabilities with up-to-date equipment and software 
Past Accomplishments:  A GIS Strategy Plan was developed by EUP Regional Planning.  County 
continues to improve local information for GIS system and has established a cooperative 
agreement with Chippewa County and EUP Regional Planning for sharing costs on a regional GIS 
department. 
Obstacles:  Funding; lack of trained staff 
Status:  Ongoing – EUPRP&DC staff working with local county departments to develop and 
maintain GIS layers and make them available for public use. 
 
Action Item 3:  Develop priority routes for snow removal on major arteries during extreme 
snow storms 
Past Accomplishments:  Priority routes have been established. 
Obstacles:  Funding sources.  Area to cover – not enough resources to handle all the areas in a 
timely manner. 
Status:   Ongoing – Work with road agencies and adjacent townships/counties to create mutual 
aid agreements for snow removal along priority routes.  Develop and maintain GIS database 
with route priorities, provide maps as needed. 
 
Action Item 4:  Get involved and assessed as a Storm Ready Community 
Past Accomplishments:  None. 
Obstacles:  Staff/Volunteers to implement programs; lack of website and local information. 
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Status:  On-going – will look at the NWS’s necessary requirements and identify actions to take 
to become designated as a storm ready county. 
 
Action Item 5:  Work with local DNR office and adopt Firewise Strategies 
Past Accomplishments:  Established a local county-wide fire-wise committee and have 
developed Community Wildfire Protection Plan. 
Obstacles:  Staff time 
Status:  Ongoing – will begin to implement strategies as identified in the CWPP. 
 
Action Item 6: Encourage local community emergency planning to coordinate with County 
OES Department 
Past Accomplishments:  Partnerships developed with local units of governments. 
Obstacles:  Lack of communication 
Status:  Ongoing – will continue to develop working relationships with local unit of 
governments and ensure open lines of communications between agencies. 
 
Action Item 7: Purchase and Stockpile Supplies for Emergency Needs 
Past Accomplishments:  Emergency shelters established for the County. 
Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  Completed: Continue to work with local Red Cross and units of government to identify 
needs. 
 
Action Item 8:  Building Code Improvements 
Past Accomplishments:  County continues to use Building Codes set by the State of Michigan.   
Obstacles:  Staff time, Financial 
Status:  Ongoing:  Research and keep up-to-date on current building codes related to natural 
hazards.  Develop sample code language that could be offered for information.  Provide 
assistance where needed.  Consider code revision if deemed necessary by appropriate 
departments/local planning commissions. 
 
Action Item 9:  Improved Code Enforcement 
Past Accomplishments:  None 
Obstacles:  Staff time, Financial 
Status:  Ongoing:    
 
Action Item 10:  Improved Address Database 
Past Accomplishments:  Improved address GIS data layer.  Created joint GIS department with 
Chippewa County and EUPRP&DC. 
Obstacles:  Staff time, Financial, Trained GIS staff 
Status:  Ongoing:  Will continue to keep up to date on addressing as new places are built for 
911 dispatching. 
 
Action Item 11:  Maintain normal hospital operations during epidemic/disaster 
Past Accomplishments:  Trainings and practice drills have been held. 
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Obstacles:  Financial 
Status:  On-going:  Continue to work with Hospital Staff in the preparation for a disaster. 
 
Action Item 12:  Establish and maintain a Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) and 
Medical reserve Corps (MRC) 
Past Accomplishments:   A number of requests made by local units of government.  
Obstacles:  Recruitment and retention of younger volunteers.  Scheduling training conflicts. 
Status:  On-going – will continue to work with local units of government to recruit and train 
local volunteers. 
 
Administrative Action Items  
Action Item 1:  Plan Adoption 
Past Accomplishments:  Initial Hazard Plan adopted by all local units of governments within the 
County.  Full participation in current hazard planning process. 
Obstacles:  Smaller units of government may not meet as much in winter, make take more time 
for the local adoption process. 
Status:  Ongoing:  provide draft plan for review, hold a public hearing, provide sample 
resolutions of adoption, and information on benefits.  Continue to network and form 
relationships with local planning commission members and township/city/village officials. 
 
Action Item 2:  Hazard Analysis Committee 
Past Accomplishments:  Annual review meetings.  Current Plan update process. 
Obstacles:  Time  
Status:  Ongoing:  Continue to meet at a minimum annually for a review or more if deemed 
necessary. 
 
Action Item 3: Review of Plans and Development Regulations 
Past Accomplishments:  EUP Regional Planning and Development Commission assisted 
Mackinac County Planning Commission on the update of the County Master Plan. 
Obstacles:  Not having the GIS data to visually represent current land use and vulnerable areas. 
Status:  Ongoing:  EUPRP&DC staff to maintain training on current State and local regulations 
and provide assistance where needed.  Develop relationships with local University GIS 
department to provide mutually beneficial services using GIS students. 
 
Action Item 4: Continue in providing an opportunity for public participation 
Past Accomplishments:  Maintain webpage on EUPRP&DC’s site with information on the Plan 
and the planning process.   
Obstacles:  Staff time, Financial 
Status:  Ongoing:  Improve public relations aspect with more local informational pamphlets and 
website information, recruit local university students to volunteer to maintain a presence in the 
social media such as facebook and twitter. 
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Prioritization Methodology 
The objectives recommended in 2005 were initially prioritized by the planning team and 

by County staff in accordance with input that has been received throughout the planning 
process.  Hazard characteristics, the vulnerability analysis, the hazard ranking, and personal 
experience as well as several other criteria guided the prioritization of the objectives.  
 

During the 2014 update the MCHMPC utilized the STAPLEE approach recommended by 
FEMA.  STAPLEE is an acronym representing the following elements that should be considered 
when evaluating project feasibility:  

• Social: Does the measure treat people fairly?  
• Technical: Will it work? (Does it solve the problem? Is it feasible?)  
• Administrative: Is there capacity to implement and manage the project?  
• Political: Who are the stakeholders? Did they get to participate? Is there public support? 

Is political leadership willing to support the project?  
• Legal: Does your organization have the authority to implement? Is it legal? Are there 

liability implications?  
• Economic: Is it cost-beneficial? Is there funding? Does it contribute to the local economy 

or economic development? Does it reduce direct property losses or indirect economic 
losses?  

• Environmental: Does it comply with environmental regulations or have adverse 
environmental impacts?  

 
Other criteria considered by the HMPC to recommend what actions might be more 

important, more effective, or more likely to be implemented than another included:  
• Does the action protect lives?  
• Does the action address hazards or areas with the highest risk?  
• Does the action protect critical facilities, infrastructure or community assets?  
• Does the action meet multiple objectives (Multiple Objective Management)?  

 
This provides a framework, in the form of objectives, for implementing the various 

recommendations. In that sense, each of these recommendations is a point for further study 
and planning. This also is a function of the County-wide scale of plan.  
 

In accordance with the DMA requirements, the MCHMPC was asked to place an emphasis 
on the importance of a benefit-cost analysis in determining project priority (the ‘economic’ 
factor of STAPLEE). The objective identification and prioritization process is the first step in 
laying-out, in broad terms, what needs to be done to minimize the occurrence and impact of 
natural hazards in the County.  Costs identified with each objective are preliminary, or 
generalized, to give an indication if the objective can be accomplished with in-house resources, 
such as staff time, or will need outside funding sources and partners to implement. The detailed 
engineering studies, implementation costs, and benefit-cost analysis of specific projects will 
come at future points in the process.  
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2014 Mitigation Action Plan 
 

This section outlines the development of the final mitigation action plan. The action plan 
consists of the specific objectives designed to meet the plan’s goals. Over time the 
implementation of these projects will be tracked as a measure of demonstrated progress on 
meeting the plan’s goals.  

 
The Table below provides a summary of each objective and includes the primary goals 

addressed, the hazards mitigated, and the relative priority. Detail on each objective is in 
Appendix F for County objectives. Refer to the respective jurisdictional annexes for related 
objective detail. This table is Mackinac County’s action plan for achieving the goals and 
recommendations of the MCHMP. This table represents a comprehensive range of specific 
mitigation objectives recommended to reduce the impacts of the hazards identified in this plan. 
There are objectives that address loss reduction to existing buildings and infrastructure (e.g. 
stormwater and drainage improvements) as well as reducing losses to new buildings and 
infrastructure (e.g. continued participation in the NFIP), per the requirements of the DMA.    

 
A note on the general timeline rules the County has applied to the mitigation objectives:  

high priority objectives are to be accomplished within one to two years; moderate priority 
objectives are to be accomplished within three to four years; and low priority objectives are to 
be accomplished within five to seven years.  This plan offers a guide for near, mid, long term 
priorities, the County and other stakeholders should actively seek out opportunities to 
coordinate implementation with private development and larger public projects.  Implementing 
agencies should remain aware of these kinds of opportunities and seek to coordinate the 
implementation of this plan with parallel county, local and regional efforts.  
 

Action 
Item 
# 

Action Item Description 
 

Goals Met Hazards Covered Priority 
Score 

2. Identify areas in water, 
sewer and wastewater 
infrastructure to 
mitigate against 
freezing and  heaving.  
Seek additional HM 
funding during 
maintenance and 
improvement projects. 
 

2, 3 Severe Winter Weather, 
Extreme Temperature, 
Ground Subsidence  

33 

16. Seek Storm Ready 
Designation and 
program development 
 

1, 3, 4 Severe Weather, Tornados, 
Thunderstorms/High Wind 
Events 
 
 

33 
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Action 
Item 
# 

Action Item Description 
 

Goals Met Hazards Covered Priority 
Score 

17. Drainage improvements 
road stabilization 
Epoufette Hill - 
Hendricks Township 
 

2, 3 Flooding, Infrastructure 
Failure, Subsidence 

33 

5. Identify areas within 
the County to improve 
the storm water 
drainage or detention.  
Identify actions and 
seek funding sources to 
mitigate drainage 
issues. 
 

2, 3 Severe Weather, Flooding, 
Thunderstorms 

30 

7. Sewer infrastructure - 
seek additional 
mitigation money when 
sewer improvements 
are made to take 
additional mitigative 
actions against severe 
cold and heaving 
ground. 
 

2, 3 Extreme Temperatures, 
Severe Winter Weather 

30 

11. Continue to encourage 
local community 
emergency planning to 
coordinate with County 
OES department and 
continue open 
communication and 
collaboration with 
neighboring 
communities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1, 4 All Hazards 30 
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Action 
Item 
# 

Action Item Description 
 

Goals Met Hazards Covered Priority 
Score 

13. Continue to participate 
in multi-county, 
interagency and with 
local units of 
government to adopt 
Firewise strategies and 
implementing the 
newly developed 
County Community 
Wildfire Protection Plan 
 

1, 2, 3, 4 Wildfire 30 

6. Mitigate drainage 
issues - Cedarville/M-
134/Blindline Road - 
clear ditching of weeds 
and invasive species to 
allow for proper flow of 
water 
 

2, 3, Flooding, Infrastructure 
Failure 

29 

1. Identify areas for and 
types of alert warning 
systems needed in 
County.  Seek HM and 
other funding sources 
for to make the 
necessary 
improvements. 
 

1, 2,  Flooding, Severe Winter 
Weather, Thunderstorms, 
Civil Disturbances, Wildfire 

27 

8. Update and improve 
local land cover/land 
use GIS information 
using recent aerial 
photography. 
 

2, 3 All Hazards  27 

9. Digitize flood zone 
information on local 
rivers for local GIS  
 

1, 2, 4 Flooding 27 

10. Develop a webpage - 
with local information 
 

1, 4 All Hazards 27 
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Action 
Item 
# 

Action Item Description 
 

Goals Met Hazards Covered Priority 
Score 

15. Continue to assist local 
units of government 
with incorporating 
hazard planning into 
local comprehensive 
planning and zoning 
development  by 
identifying and 
recognizing vulnerable 
areas 
 

1, 2, 3, 4 Severe Winter Weather, 
Thunderstorms, Tornados, 
Drought, Wildfires 

27 

4. Create informational 
pamphlets to hand out 
at public events and for 
a website, about what 
homeowners can do to 
mitigate power 
outages.  Continue to 
encourage alternative 
energy sources and 
back-up systems. 
 

1, 4 All Hazards 24 

12. GIS Layer development 
- public utility lines: 
water, sewer, electric, 
fiber optics, etc. 
 

2, 3 Infrastructure Failure 24 

14. MCHMP Ad Hoc 
Committee to meet 
annual or more as needed 
 

1, 4 All Hazards 24 

18. Establish wildfire break 
on Marquette Island 

2, 3 Wildfire 24 

19. Drainage improvement 
- Grove Street 
 

2, 3 Flooding, Subsidence 24 

3. Initiate discussions with 
stakeholders regarding 
the US-2 area of 
concern.  
 

2, 3 Severe Winter Weather, 
Blizzards, High Wind 

23 
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